We're not alone
Nick Bikkal

Questioning mankind's age
Probably Heavenly Father’s greatest pain in religion has been the loss of spirituality & the
backsliding into literal fundamentalism. This materialistic dependence on what is quintessentially
spiritual in nature has driven to conflicts & wars. Holy texts being symbolic in nature from the
start, cannot be taken literally; simply because we don’t have the facts. Power hungry leadership
has usurped God's Providence, undermining it with every misinterpretation of the word. Scripture
has preceded prayer & communion with Heavenly Parent. This could be why Father said ‘Religious
Ph.D.s become obstacles’1. The spirit of the Word is far more embracing as it encompasses the
greater love than the letter of the word.

Embracing ETs & prehistory
My research started because I couldn't believe Heavenly Parent would wait so long to have
children. He has to have started many millions of years ago, including in other dimensions, instead
of the 6,000 years that religion claims2. There is much evidence that Heavenly Parent didn't wait.
What is unfolding in archaeology is a historic truth different from what we’ve been led to believe.
What people claimed in the past, & present-day occurrences about visitations, including ETs and
other sightings, are becoming more commonplace. We must now take into account observations
that millions of people around the globe are having. These are not in test tube conditions which
can be scientifically repeated. They never will by their nature. Simply because of their not being
repeatable they won’t be neglected. The scientific community, like governments and media, have
their agenda to uphold. Experiencers and people who have sighted these beings have to not be
derailed by special interests like afore mentioned.
There’s a transformation on earth that’s going on. Some are being called to witness and
participate in it. It’s precisely because the above mentioned groups with agendas haven’t
embraced this Cosmic family that the cosmic family approach us individually, hoping to be
received and embraced. It’s like witnessing; they don’t want to be hurt, either. In his book Cosmic
Politics, Hal McKenzie mentions that he was asked by Sir Anthony Brooke3 why Rev Moon hadn’t
spoken up about the extraterrestrials; Brooke called Rev Moon a ‘spiritual volcano’. He was
disappointed that Rev Moon never ‘went public’ about UFOs. A few years later, in 1981, Rev Moon
had a weekly supplement published, dedicated to ‘UFOs and Other Cosmic Phenomena’ which Hal
McKenzie edited. I believe the answer to Mr. Brooke’s question was that we were not ready.
McKenzie says ‘We are called to believe in extraterrestrial spirits who are descending on earth to
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lead mankind to greater spiritual awareness’.
This ethnic-centered education of history we're living today contributes to amnesia of our past,
slung with a reluctance of the scientific community to accept what’s spiritual, as well as the church
doubling down on the letter of the Word rather than the spirit. This in turn influences media and
society at large. Through research we find existences beyond even our sci-fi world’s imagination.
Since my early days of faith I asked about why God had waited so long to create His children,
always the answer was there wasn't a foundation. Never would the dots be connected to past &
future; answers were only through narrow fundamentalist Bible interpretation. When we think
outside this bubble, we find a totally different world.

Denying ancestors & prehistory
A crime of the heart is that when we reject past experiences we are in effect dissing our collective
ancestors, coldly putting science and intellect above honoring our past. This disrespect has led
science to false conclusions such as human age and origins. In the past there have been many
stories around our globe of beings coming down and creating us. Whereas it sounds like good
science to not accept what is hearsay or unwritten evidence, it also shortens our history to a few
thousand years. This rejection of our past feeds a modern day narrow understanding of our past.
For a few centuries now we have suffered the indignities by powers that be in the name of good
science. This has led to putting humans on top, as if we were the sine non qua. Good science by
definition means disrespect of our ancestors. I’ll support the latter.
Since the adoption of the scientific method4 in the mid 1600s, science and religion / spirituality
diverged. Was there a providential meaning to this? If there was then it’s now time to bring the
two together under the Principle of Origin - Division - Union. This essay is a modest attempt in this
direction.

Duality of Father's words
True Parents are specialists in religion, and especially restoration. They nevertheless very much
ventured into science which we can see through their sponsoring the International Conference in
the Unity of the Sciences and Unification Thought Symposiums among other activities. They also
went into the world of extraterrestrials as we have seen above with the weekly News World
supplements ‘UFOs and Other Cosmic Phenomena’. In studying this nonreligious world we can see
that there are several instances where Father in his speeches hints that scientifically it is closer to
many millions of years since spirit entered humans5. True Parents are serious people. Why would
they go into a world of deep controversy, bordering the ridicule, if not to break the false claims of
the forbidden knowledge of extraterrestrials, a wall of enormous proportions that has gripped the
human mind. Even today True Parents are suffering due to disbelief.
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We break down history and human roots too much, to the point we neglect to connect them to
God’s history. Breaking human history down into homo heidelbergensis, homo erectus, Homo
sapiens, etc. has the consequence of blocking the fact that these beings too had God’s spirit in
them. Classifying mankind because of external differences is a form of ethnic discrimination; we
lose the larger picture, cutting from our consciousness the roots of human history and the
evolution of man, thus creating greater amnesia of God. Nature and indeed the Cosmos demands
a oneness of spirit with all its history. Extraterrestrials are giving this precise message to people
they choose to encounter.
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